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a b s t r a c t 

This study proposes a ship weather-routing algorithm based on the composite influence of multi-dynamic 

elements for determining the optimized ship routes. The three-dimensional modified isochrone (3DMI) 

method utilizing the recursive forward technique and floating grid system for the ship tracks is adopted. 

The great circle sailing (GCR) is considered as the reference route in the earth coordinate system. Illustrative 

optimized ship routes on the North Pacific Ocean have been determined and presented based on the realistic 

constraints, such as the presence of land boundaries, non-navigable sea, seaway influences, roll response as 

well as ship speed loss. The proposed calculation method is effective for optimizing results by adjusting the 

weighting factors in the objective functions. The merits of the proposed method can be summarized as: (1) 

the navigability of the route can be analyzed dynamically to acquire the optimal route; (2) adopting multi- 

dynamic elements as weighting factors has the benefits in energy efficiency, time-saving and minimum 

voyage distance; and (3) an ability to enhance speed performance and to incorporate safety concern in a 

dynamic environment. 
c © 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
 

. Introduction 

It is well known that ship weather-routing is defined as a proce- 

ure to determine an optimal route based on the weather forecasts, 

he characteristics of a specific ship, and sea states for a particular voy- 

ge [ 1 –3 ]. The optimal route can be regarded as the voyage route with 

afety and comfort [ 4 , 5 ], maximum energy efficiency [ 2 , 6 , 7 ], mini-

um time consumption [ 8 , 9 ], or the combinations of these factors 

 1 , 10 ] under the encountering weather circumstances. The reliability 

f the optimal route derived from the ship weather routing system is 

ased on the following parameters: ( i ) the accuracy of the estimation 

f ship hydrodynamics; ( ii ) the quality of weather forecasting data; 

nd ( iii ) the applicability of ship routing optimization. 

In this paper, the optimization of ship routing algorithm along with 

he precise weather forecasting data and ship characteristics has been 

eveloped and evaluated. There have been some popular routing al- 

orithms for minimizing fuel consumption or passage time, e.g. the 

alculus of variations [ 11 ], the modified isochrone method [ 12 , 13 ], 

he isopone method [ 14 , 15 ], the two-dimensional dynamic program- 

ing [ 6 , 16 ] and the three-dimensional dynamic programming [ 3 ]. 

n addition to above-mentioned algorithms, many other approaches 

ave also been applied to solve these problems, such as the iterative 

ynamic programming [ 17 ], the augmented Lagrange multiplier [ 18 ], 
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the Dijkstra algorithm [ 1 , 19 ] and the genetic algorithm [ 20 ]. 

An access to obtaining the optimal ship route has attracted atten- 

tion of researchers, Navy and shipping organizations due to its safety 

and efficiency concern [ 21 ]. In order to make the routing decision 

better, a recursive forward algorithm with floating grid system of 

three-dimensional modified isochrones (3DMI hereinafter) method 

is suggested here and evaluated in the eastbound voyages of North 

Pacific Ocean. The input data derived from the weather forecasts and 

ship hydrodynamics can be utilized to determine the criteria and op- 

timal routes in the network graph. The advantage of present method 

is to achieve the expected time arrival (ETA) with the minimum fuel 

consumption and the minimum passage time based on the constraints 

of safety and land avoidance. 

2. Ship hydrodynamics 

Seakeeping characteristics of a ship includes six degrees of free- 

dom (DOF) motions in waves and the illustrations of motions are 

indicated as in Fig. 1 . 

In the study, the fluid is assumed to be ideal, incompressible, in- 

viscid and irrotational, and the ship travels with constant speed V in 

regular waves. Based on the linearity assumption, the incident wave 

amplitude and ship motion are assumed to be small. The relationship 

between the body-fixed coordinate system, o-xyz , and the inertial 
coordinate system, O-XYZ, is shown in Fig. 2 and given by 

X = x + Vt ; Y = y; Z = z (1) 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apor.2013.07.010
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01411187
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/apor
http://crossmark.dyndns.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.apor.2013.07.010&domain=pdf
mailto:fangmc@mail.ncku.edu.tw
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apor.2013.07.010
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of 6 DOF motions for a ship advancing in waves. ( ξ1 : 

surge displacement; ξ2 : sway displacement; ξ3 : heave displacement; ξ4 : roll angle; ξ5 : 

pitch angle; ξ6 : yaw angle). 

Fig. 2. The illustration of the ship’s track in the earth-fixed coordinate system O- XYZ . 

( C : ship course angle calculated by the great circle algorithm; μ: wave heading angle). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By combining the wave exciting force F j 
(e) , generalized added mass

A jk , generalized damping coefficient B jk and the hydrostatic restoring

force C jk , the equation of motion can be formulated as 

6 ∑ 

k= 1 

[ 
−ω 

2 
e 

(
M + A jk 

) − iωB jk + C jk 

] 
ζk = F 

( e ) 
j , 

j, k = 1 , 2 , . . . , 6 

(2)

where the subscript j , k = 1, 2, . . . , 6 represent surge, sway, heave, roll,

pitch and yaw, respectively. The symbol i is used as the imaginary

number in Eq. (2) . M is the mass or mass of moment inertia of the

ship, ω e the encounter frequency, and ζ k the motion displacement. It

is noted that the wave exciting force F 
( e) 
j and motion displacement

ζ k are represented by the complex numbers. 

Since one of the key concepts in seakeeping analysis is wave spec-

tra, it is often useful to define idealized wave spectra which generally

represent the characteristics of real wave spectra. In order to find the

significant values of ship response, the following ISSC spectrum for

the short-crested waves is adopted. 

S ( ω, μ) = 

172 . 75 H 

2 
s 

T 
4 
ω 

5 
exp 

( 

−691 

T 
4 
ω 

4 

) 

· 2 

π
cos 2 μ (3)
where H s : the significant wave height; T : the mean wave period; ω:

the wave frequency. 

Generally, the various responses of the vessel in irregular waves

are represented by corresponding transfer functions, termed as RAO

(response amplitude operator). Assume | ζ k | / a represents the general

definition for calculated RAO of ship response; then the corresponding

significant value, i.e. (| ζ k |) 1 / 3 can be obtained by 

( | ζk | ) 1 / 3 = 2 

√ √ √ √ 

∫ ∞ 

0 

∫ π/ 2 

−π/ 2 

( | ζk | 
a 

)2 

S ( ω, μ) d μd ω , j = 1 , 2 , . . . , 6 (4)

(| ζ k |) 1 / 3 : the significant values of the motion displacements; a : the

incident wave amplitude. 

It is noted that the significant values of RAOs, (| ζ k |) 1 / 3 , would be

calculated at any encountered sea state with respect to the significant

wave height, the mean wave period, the primary wave direction and

the mean ship speed, which serves as a database in advance for further

evaluation of the present 3DMI method. In addition, (| ζ k |) / a on the

right hand side of Eq. (4) is the function of ω, μ and V . 

The added resistance and the drifting force are the resultant

second-order nonlinear forces when the ship sails in waves. Since

the added resistance results in the additional horse power required

to keep the desired ship speed, it significantly affects the ship per-

formance in rough seas. The calculation of the added resistance in

the present paper uses the technique similar to the previous work

[ 22 ] based on the weak scatter assumption [ 23 ], i.e. φB � φI , which

assumes that the quadratic term and the steady potential term φB are

small compared with the incident wave potential φI . With the solu-

tion of the corresponding potentials and motion response, the mean

second-order steady-state hydrodynamic force suggested by previous

literatures [ 24 –27 ] is addressed in the following formula. 

F = Re 

{
− 1 

2 
ρ

∫ ∫ 
S B 

[
φB 

∂ 

∂n 
− ∂φB 

∂n 

]
∇φ∗

I · dS 

}
(5)

where φ∗
I is the conjugate of the incident wave potential φI and φB is

the disturbance potential caused by the oscillatory ship motions that

can be described as the sum of the diffraction potential φD and the

radiation potential φRJ . 

φB = 

6 ∑ 

k= 1 
ζk φRk + φD (6)

The mean longitudinal force, viz. added resistance F D , on the ship

with respect to wave heading angle in short crested waves can be

written as 

F D = 2 

∫ ∞ 

0 

∫ π/ 2 

−π/ 2 

F D ( ω, μ) 

a 2 
S( ω , μ) dω dμ (7)

where F D ( ω, μ) is the added resistance component with respect to

different wave heading and frequency. 

Since the added resistance is also the essential characteristics for

a ship in the prevailing wave conditions, a set of added resistance

over a range of ship speeds with respect to different sea states can be

pre-computed and served as the database for the decision of the ship

optimal routing. The encountered responses of the ship at a given

sea state, including added resistance, wave loads and motions, can

then be determined fairly simply by interpolating the assigned values

from the developed database, i.e. determining the relevant quantities

needed in the route optimization. 

3. Objective function of routing optimization 

Generally, the influential parameters of ship routing optimization

can be related to two aspects: involuntary and voluntary speed re-

duction. Involuntary speed reduction occurs because of the increased

resistance in a seaway whereas the voluntary ship speed is chosen by
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Fig. 3. Projections of the grid systems on a geophysical coordinate system calculated by 3DMI method. X 0 is the departure point, whereas X K denotes the destination point. 

Fig. 4. The schematic diagram of calculating the possible state of a stage k + 1 and estimating the arrival position. 
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he ship’s captains or mariners to confirm that the seakeeping char- 

cteristics are within the safety requirements. More specifically, the 

bjectives of ship routing optimization should involve ( i ) minimum 

assage time, ( ii ) minimum fuel consumption, ( iii ) minimum struc- 

ural damage, ( iv ) minimum ship motions, and ( v ) minimum arrival 

ime. 

In this study, the recursive forward algorithm for ship routing op- 

imization is applied based on the 3DMI method, which employs the 

eight, i.e. voyage progress, as the stage variable. As for the forward 
algorithm, both the departure and destination points are fixed at cor- 

responding waypoints. The minimum voyage progress among a set of 

voyage courses would be obtained via the calculation of different ship 

operations. The advantage of 3DMI method is that it allows the ship 

speed and wave heading angle to vary with geographic locations. In 

addition, it is not only used for minimizing the ship route as well as 

ship resistance, but also for enhancing the safety during the voyage 

in advance. 

Since the sea conditions change dynamically, the voyage schedule 
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Fig. 5. The flow chart showing the procedure for determining the optimal route of a given ship operation between two stages. 

Fig. 6. The interpolation for the spatial and temporal grids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. The effect of wave added resistance on the ship speed with respect to different 

wave heading angles at propeller rpm 91 and effective power 33,760 PS. 

 

 

 

 

should be modified stage by stage. The term “stage” means each seg-

ment of a voyage route between two isochrones (time fronts) after

ship operation is made based on the calm-water speed assumption.

Each stage is composed of several states, which are the potential ge-

ographical locations associated with ship motion responses under

certain weather / sea conditions. Some of the measurable conditions

of a specific ship can be shown as control variables of stage: voyage

progress, fuel consumption or passage time. If the voyage progress or
fuel consumption is taken as the control variables of stage, passage

time would be defined as the state of stage and vice versa. This study

utilizes the voyage speed as the control variables of stage due to the

consideration of reduced speed during a fixed passage time. Once the
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Fig. 8. The comparison of navigability for the transoceanic voyages over the water 

depth between 10 m and 40 m, respectively. 
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nitial voyage course is predefined after graphical search for avoiding 

ea mine, the ship speed and passage time can be flexible accord- 

ng to the route plan, in which the power for maintaining the engine 

evolution speed is set constant between two neighboring stages. 

.1. 3DMI method 

The 3DMI method in this study employs the floating grid system 

o define the spatiotemporal layouts for ship routing optimization. 

ince the instantaneous water depth and weather conditions change 

ith time, which would modify the planned routes in the voyage 

orrespondingly. Consequently, the navigability of a planned route 

ased on the constraints should be analyzed dynamically according 

o the ocean environments. On the other hand, whether the ship speed 

n calm water exceeds the critical speed should also be considered as 

he constraints. Thus, a series of voyage progresses should be flexible 

ccording to the specific ship operations with respect to dynamic 

cean environments. 

Since the great circle route is the shortest distance from the de- 

arture to the destination points, it is chosen as the reference voyage 

oute when constructing the floating grid system in the ship routing 

ptimization. In the floating grid system, the states of each stage are 

hree-dimensional, viz. geographical locations, passage time and the 

nit spacing of the course angle from the great circle route. The far- 

hest states of a stage from the initial course are the locations which 

he ship based on the speed in calm water may reach within the lim- 

ted passage time to avoid the harsh weather or obstacles. Voyage 

rogresses would be deleted once the obstacles exist in the passage. 

t is worth to point out that the voyage speed as the control variable 

f a stage in the 3DMI is floating according to the voluntary and invol- 

ntary ship speeds. It is calculated based on the recursive procedure 

f forward algorithm. 

Fig. 3 shows an example of state projections on a geophysical 

oordinate system from the departure to the destination points along 

he voyage route. The ship course followed is calculated from the 

reat circle route which can be defined by C = C 0 ± i 	C , where i = 0,

, 2, . . . , N ; then the initial course C 0 is updated as C while the ship’s

erformance is recorded at each change. That is, the voyage progress 

an be deduced and recorded at each state as the course change is 

ade. The states can be referenced by X i,j,k , and the set of states at 

ime t i,j,k defines the first isochrone. The states at the first isochrone 

re now chosen to be the new departure point, whereby C 0 is now 

pdated to be the new course C of a great circle. Correspondingly, 

he second isochrone is defined at t i,j,k + 1 . Then the same method is 

pplied for subsequent isochrones prior to the arrival point. In order 

o save enormous computation time at each isochrone, the state with 

he minimum corresponding distance of great circle route would be 

onsidered as the new departure point primarily once the calm water 

ailing is assumed during the voyage. 

However, it is necessary to incorporate the operation and envi- 

onment constraints in the grid system for the present 3DMI method. 
The optimum routing for minimum time or fuel consumption is for- 

mulated by continually iterating the overall voyage progresses as a 

function of ship operations and environmental constraints. A state 

X i,j,k has a floating status during the iteration until the point corre- 

sponding to optimal route is obtained. Meanwhile, the advantage of 

using non-fixed time in the floating grid system is no need for inter- 

polation. 

In order to perform ship routing optimization by 3DMI method, it 

is more straightforward to treat the problem as a multi-stage decision 

process by discretizing the ship speed V . In this regard, ship routing is 

formulated as a discrete optimization problem. Thus, the sailing ship 

speed between two stages can be discretized as follows: 

V i ′ , j,k+ 1 = V i,k + j 	V (8) 

where the superscript ′ of i is used as the interim parameter at stage 

k + 1 when performing iteration. V i ′ , k + 1 is the actual ship speed 

when the ship departs from stage k to k + 1 by adopting calm water 

speed V i,k . More evaluation details can be referred to Fig. 4 . 

Representing the ship’s position at time t i,j,k and the operation 

from t i,j,k to t i,j,k + 1 as a function of X i,j,k and U i,j,k respectively, and im- 

plementing great circle sailing to navigate a ship for 	t hours from the 

position X i,j,k with the operation parameter U i,j,k , the ship’s position 

at t i,j,k + 1 can be written as: 

X i, j,k+ 1 = f 
(
X i, j,k , U i, j,k , S i, j,k+ 1 , M i, j,k+ 1 , t i, j,k+ 1 

)
(9) 

where X = f 1 ( λ, ϕ): ship’s position is a function of longitude λ and 

latitude ϕ. U = f 2 ( V , C ): ship’s operation is a function of ship speed V

and course C . S = f 3 ( H s , φ): ship’s safety is a function of significant wave

height H s and significant roll angle φ. M : boundary constraints or the 

obstacle areas. i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N . i : the notation of the state; N : total

number of states. j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , J − 1. j : the notation of the discrete

speeds; J : total number of discrete speeds between two stages. k = 1, 

2, 3, . . . , K − 1. k : the notation of the stage. K : total number of stages. 

3.2. Ship resistance and determination of the weights 

In order to employ the 3DMI method for the ship optimization, 

all the possible voyage progresses to the waypoints need to be dis- 

cretized by means of the grid system formed by spherical coordinates. 

Since the time-dependent weather information varies in the area of 

the open sea encompassing the voyage progresses, the optimal route 

would be changed according to combinations of weights in the voyage 

progresses. Once these weights are assigned at each voyage progress, 

the solution to each segment of the optimal ship route is now trans- 

formed to a state where 3DMI can be applied to find the minimum 

weight of these states. 

The weights W i,j,k joining different states i during the progress of 

speed loss j at the stage k depend on the parameters that need to 

be optimized (or minimized). In order to obtain the optimal route by 

using constant propeller revolution speed, the parameter is assumed 

to be the speed loss between two stages at the fixed time interval to- 

gether with the following great circle distance. More specifically, the 

optimal ship routing for minimum passage time would be discussed 

to determine the weight function based on the involuntary speed re- 

duction, which means the speed loss due to the added resistance with 

constant revolution speed of engine. 

In this paper, the speed loss due to the other external forces, i.e. 

wind, wave or current, is assumed to be limited for the entire voyage. 

Consequently, it could be hypothesized that the propulsion charac- 

teristics remain the same during a range of speed reduction from the 

calm water speed V to the reduced speed V r . Simply speaking, the ef- 

fective power P E is assumed constant. Therefore, the effective power 

P E in the presence of waves, viz. P E = F T ( V r ) V r , can be represented as

the following formula: 

F T ( V r ) V r = F R ( V ) V = F T ( V ) V − F A ( V ) V (10) 
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Fig. 9. The comparison of the optimal routes by considering the voyage criteria in 3DMI method. The arrow bars in the diagram indicate the wave propagating speeds and 

directions. The ship positions and courses for case #2 and #4 at 00:00Z on 31 May 2011 are also marked, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

where F T , F R and F A are the total resistance, the still water resistance

and the added resistance, respectively. 

Furthermore, the reduced speed V r can be obtained by assuming

that the calm water resistance is represented in the form 0.5 ρSC R V 

2

and 0 . 5 ρS C R V 
2 

r [ 28 ] as the calm water speed equates V and V r , respec-

tively. Note that C R is the coefficient of calm-water wave resistance.

As regards the effect of added resistance, it is very important to as-

sume that the effective power required for the reduced speed V r is the

same as the one required at speed V . Thus, Eq. (10) can be rewritten

as follows: 

0 . 5 ρS C R V 
2 V = 0 . 5 ρS C R V 

2 
r V r + F A ( V ) V (11)

Here, C R is considered as the constant value because we assume that

the speed loss caused by added resistance is limited. In other words,

the propulsion characteristics remain the same during a range of

speed reduction from the calm water speed V to the reduced speed

V r . 

In order to determine the reduced speed V r , Eq. (11) can be sim-

plified as: 

V r = 

(
V 3 − 2 

F A ( V ) V 

ρS C R 

)1 / 3 

(12)

The determination of added resistance in Eq. (12) is required for

each state i at stage k between the neighboring nodes using the inputs

of incident wave conditions and given calm-water ship speed V . The

access to determining the possible state and approaching the actual

arrival position is simply illustrated in Fig. 4 . Specifically, once the

voluntary or involuntary reduced speed for a certain voyage progress

is determined, it is ready to evaluate the weights W i,j,k by combining

the great circle distance departing at k + 1 stage L  

GCR 
i, j,k+ 1 , such as: 

w i, j,k = 

(
V i, j,k − V i, j,k+ 1 

) · 	t + L  

GCR 
i, j,k+ 1 (13)

Eventually, the optimal voyage route for the shortest distance can

be derived by minimizing W i,j,k at each stage. However, the optimal

voyage route should also include the constraints, considering the sea

conditions, speed limit, land boundaries, safety and so on, for each

voyage progress. More details would be discussed in the following

sections. 
In carrying out the shortest distance by taking into account the

forecast data dynamically, the weights as indicated in Eq. (12) become

an important factor to determine the optimum routing. Subsequently,

the algorithm of optimal route by the 3DMI is combined with the al-

gorithm in Eq. (13) to estimate the minimum accumulation of voyage

distance. Thus, the proposed algorithm of the optimal ship route is as

follows: 

R opt = min 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

K ∑ 

k= 1 

J −1 ∑ 

j= 0 

N ∑ 

i= 1 
w i, j,k 

⎫ ⎬ 

⎭ 

(14)

3.3. Solution of voyage progress 

In this study, both the voluntary and involuntary ship speeds have

been executed for selecting the optimal voyage progress step-by-step.

Voluntary speed loss is adopted once it is suggested to slow down the

ship speed due to harsh weather conditions for ship safety. On the

other hand, the involuntary speed loss due to added resistance is

considered at each state for determining the actual arrival position.

Since it is convenient to use ship speed in ship performance analysis,

i.e. ship resistance and speed loss, the voyage speed is used as a

stage control variable in this research. Subsequently, the procedure

for determining the optimal route of a given ship speed between two

stages is shown in Fig. 5 or can be described as follows: 

1. Set the reference route by great circle algorithm and the calm

water ship speed together with the initial course angle. 

2. Schedule the estimated time of arrival (ETA). If the calm water

ship speed is smaller than the minimum allowed ship speed of

ETA or larger than the maximum allowed ship speed delivered by

the engine, skip the calculation for this given course. 

3. Skip out the voyage progresses violating the set constraints of

safety or passing through the obstacles for a given course angle.

Calculate the ship position for the next time interval by calm-water

ship speed with the great circle distance between this position and

the destination point. 

4. Calculate the reduced ship speed by Eq. (12) and then estimate the

actual arrival position recursively. 
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Fig. 10. The comparisons of ship performance for different types of route options by observing (a) ship speed; (b) effective power P E ; (c) significant roll response; (d) added 

resistance; (e) significant wave height; and (f) wave heading angle. 

4

4

d

f

m

d

5. Find the optimal voyage progress with the minimum great circle 

distance between the expected arrival point and the destination 

point. 

6. Execute steps 1–5 repeatedly with the fixed time interval between 

two stages until the ship until the ship arrives at the next stage or 

the destination point. 

. Environmental data 

.2. Weather forecast data 

In order to calculate the consumption needed to navigate at a 

esired speed and to avoid the harsh weather condition, a precise 

orecast of winds and waves along routes is necessary. The wave 

odel, WAVEWATCH III (WW3 hereinafter), is the optimal solution, 

epending upon the desired forecast length and spatial resolution. 
WW3 uses operational NCEP products as input and issues weather 

forecast data four times a day at 00Z, 06Z, 12Z and 18Z. The issued 

data set produces forecasts of every 3 h from the initial time out to 

180 h. In addition, the data resolution in WW3 is 1.25 ◦ in longitude 

and 1 ◦ in latitude. 

Since the precise ship hydrodynamics needs a rich database of 

WW3, the appropriate quantity and resolution of weather forecast 

data must be available for every leg of desired route dynamically. 

In the present research, both the linear and bilinear interpolation 

techniques are applied to interpolate the weather forecast data in the 

time and space dimensions, respectively. Once the ship sailing speed 

and the heading angle are set, the interpolated weather forecast data 

will search for the corresponding data sets of ship hydrodynamics. 

The provided forecast data of WW3 are summarized in Table 1 . 
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Table 1 

The main features of the WW3 forecast data. 

λ Longitude ( ◦) 

ϕ Latitude ( ◦) 

WIND Wind speed (m / s) 

WDIR Wind dir. ( ◦) 

HTSGW Wave height (m) 

WVDIR Wave dir. ( ◦) 

WVPER Wave period (s) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Principal particulars of the container ship. 

Ship 

Length (m) 185.5 

Breadth (m) 30.2 

Depth (m) 16.6 

Draft (m) 5.9 

Transverse GM (m) 3.28 

Vertical center of gravity (m) 12.45 

Longitudinal center of gravity (m) 0.33 

Main engine 

MCR (PS) 33,760 

100% RPM 91 

Service speed (kts) in calm water 22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2. Geographical data 

The bathymetry data used for the computational domain range

from −180.0 ◦ E to 180.0 ◦ E in longitude and from 0 ◦ N to 65.0 ◦ N

in latitude, with a grid resolution of 5 ′′ ( ̃ 9260 m). The data sources

were obtained from ETOPO5 data ( http: // www.ngdc.noaa.gov / mgg /

global / global.html ) and can be coupled with other finer grids, i.e.

ETOPO1, for avoiding land collision. 

4.3. Interpolation scheme for the environmental data 

In the simulation of ship routing optimization, it is necessary to

obtain the weather, sea and bathymetry conditions at any given time

t and ship’s position X using the WW3 forecast and ETOPO data sets.

Thus, numerical interpolations are applied to calculate the environ-

mental and bathymetry data in the routing algorithm. Since the nu-

merical interpolations have to be carried out in the simulation, a

simple linear interpolation scheme as shown in Fig. 6 was adopted to

save computing time. 

The linear interpolation over space is performed by the following

equation: 

Z = Z P 1 + 

(
Z P 2 − Z P 1 

) ( λ − λ1 ) 

( λ2 − λ1 ) 
(15)

where 

Z P 1 = Z 11 + ( Z 21 − Z 11 ) 
( ϕ − ϕ 1 ) 

( ϕ 2 − ϕ 1 ) 

Z P 2 = Z 12 + ( Z 22 − Z 12 ) 
( ϕ − ϕ 1 ) 

( ϕ 2 − ϕ 1 ) 

Z : environmental or bathymetry data at the ship’s position ( ϕ, λ). Z 11 ,

Z 12 , Z 21 , Z 22 : environmental or bathymetry data at the ship’s position

( ϕ 1 , λ1 ), ( ϕ 1 , λ2 ), ( ϕ 2 , λ1 )( ϕ 2 , λ2 ), surrounding the ship’s position ( ϕ, λ). 

The linear interpolation over time is conducted by the following

formula: 

Z = Z t 1 + 

(
Z t 2 − Z t 1 

) ( t − t 1 ) 

( t 2 − t 1 ) 
(16)

where Z : environmental or bathymetry data at time t . Z t 1 , Z t 2 : envi-

ronmental or bathymetry data at time t 1 and t 2 . 

5. Results and discussion 

In this study, a container ship has been selected for the numer-

ical simulations. The principal particulars of the hull form and per-

formance of main engine are given in Table 2 . For demonstrating

the benefits of the proposed 3DMI method, numerical simulations of

transoceanic voyages are conducted by considering the 3DMI method

or not. Prior to the voyage simulation, the results of speed perfor-

mance for varying wave heights and heading angles are exhibited for

verifying the effectiveness of the present technique. 
5.1. The speed performance under different sea conditions 

The speed through the water of a container ship was simulated by

solving the still water resistance and added resistance in our mathe-

matical model. Subsequently, the speeds through the water with the

corresponding revolution speed 91 rpm are obtained from the open-

water propeller characteristic chart provided by China Ship Building

Company (CSBC, Taiwan) for various wave heights and wave head-

ings. It should be noted that operational limits due to excessive ship’s

motion and accompanying dangerous phenomena are not considered

in the elaboration of ship performance curves. 

Fig. 7 shows the speed variation calculated by Eq. (12) under dif-

ferent sea conditions from the following sea ( θ = 0 ◦) to the head sea ( θ

= 180 ◦). It is obvious that more engine power is needed in larger sea

conditions than in calm water condition for maintaining a constant

ship speed in the head and bow seas, whereas less engine power is

required in the following and quartering stern seas. In other words,

the speed performance depends greatly on the wave heading angles,

especially in the strong wave areas. Thus, the ship speed is suggested

to slow down for saving fuel consumption and avoiding engine dam-

age as a ship advances in encountering bow wave conditions. On the

other hand, the benefits of speed-up could be earned as a ship sails in

stern wave conditions. 

In this study, the fuel consumption C fuel in kg per hour of the

container ship is calculated by using the following formula: 

C fuel = s · P E (17)

where s is the specific fuel consumption rate of the container ship

and approximately given as s = 129.4 g / BHPh in accordance to ISO

standard reference at MCR. 

5.2. Case study: eastbound sailing of North Pacific Ocean 

In order to validate the capability of the proposed 3DMI method, a

series of simulations were carried out for the eastbound transoceanic

voyages of a 2200 TEU container ship. On departing near Keelung

City (25.15 ◦ N, 121.75 ◦ E), Taiwan, at 0000Z on 28 May 2011, the

ETA was set to 0000Z 11 June 2011 or 1500Z 11 June 2011 near San

Francisco City (37.5 ◦ N, 123 ◦ W), U.S., respectively. As mentioned in

Table 3 , the initial voyage speed V and passage time step 	t were set

to the same values over two minimum navigable depths. Generally,

the deeper navigable depths for transoceanic routes are highly rec-

ommended for avoiding the grounding due to the variance of tides or

waves. Therefore, a set of cases by adopting water depth d > 40 m (#5

– #8) would be regarded as the original voyage routes in comparison

with the optimal routes by adopting water depth d > 10 m (#1 –

#4), which satisfies the basic requirement of safe sailing for this con-

tainer ship. Meanwhile, different combinations of control parameters

of 3DMI were compared in this study to obtain the optimal routes

dynamically. 

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/global.html
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Table 3 

The general descriptions of the voyage conditions. “w / “ means “with”; and “w / o” represents “without”. 

Case number V (kts) Δt (h) d (m) Departure date Description of voyage modes 

Arrival date 

#1 2011 / 05 / 28 1. Obstacle 

avoidance 

w / 

00:00 2. Fixed sailing 

speed 

w / 

2011 / 06 / 11 3. Fixed revolution 

speed 

w / o 

03:00 4. Safe control mode w / o 

#2 2011 / 05 / 28 1. Obstacle 

avoidance 

w / 

00:00 2. Fixed sailing 

speed 

w / o 

2011 / 06 / 11 3. Fixed revolution 

speed 

w / 

10 03:00 4. Safe control mode w / o 

#3 2011 / 05 / 28 1. Obstacle 

avoidance 

w / 

00:00 2. Fixed sailing 

speed 

w / 

2011 / 06 / 11 3. Fixed revolution 

speed 

w / o 

15:00 4. Safe control mode w / 

#4 22 3 2011 / 05 / 28 1. Obstacle 

avoidance 

w / 

00:00 2. Fixed sailing 

speed 

w / o 

2011 / 06 / 11 3. Fixed revolution 

speed 

w / 

15:00 4. Safe control mode w / 

#5 2011 / 05 / 28 1. Obstacle 

avoidance 

w / 

00:00 2. Fixed sailing 

speed 

w / 

2011 / 06 / 11 3. Fixed revolution 

speed 

w / o 

15:00 4. Safe control mode w / o 

#6 2011 / 05 / 28 1. Obstacle 

avoidance 

w / 

00:00 2. Fixed sailing 

speed 

w / o 

40 2011 / 06 / 11 3. Fixed revolution 

speed 

w / 

15:00 4. Safe control mode w / o 

#7 2011 / 05 / 28 1. Obstacle 

avoidance 

w / 

00:00 2. Fixed sailing 

speed 

w / 

2011 / 06 / 11 3. Fixed revolution 

speed 

w / o 

15:00 4. Safe control mode 

#8 2011 / 05 / 28 1. Obstacle 

avoidance 

w / 

00:00 2. Fixed sailing 

speed 

w / o 

2011 / 06 / 11 3. Fixed revolution 

speed 

w / 

15:00 4. Safe control mode w / 

r

g

t

a

n

d

Fig. 8 displays the Mercator’s projection of two shortest distance 

outes based on the great circle algorithm over separate navigable 

rids, i.e. d > 10 m and d > 40 m. For avoiding the sea mines across 

he voyage routes, it is necessary to update the collection of obstacle 

reas repeatedly according to given passage time and analyze the 

avigability of the routes. The results indicate that the calculated 

istance by adopting the navigable grids d > 10 m is 66.7 nm shorter 
than d > 40 m. Subsequently, the discussions of the ship behaviors and 

the voyage routes by considering the individual control parameters 

would be conducted in the following. 

When the container ship departs for San Francisco at 0000Z on 30 

May 2011, a strong typhoon SONGDA generated on the east side of 

the Philippine Seas was invading the east coast of Japan. The passages 

would inevitably cross the typhoon event and lead to considerable 
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Table 4 

The summary of the voyage results. 

#1 / #5 #2 / #6 #3 / #7 #4 / #8 

Fuel consumption (ton) 1417.3 / 1484 1433 / 1491.7 1457.3 / 1458.6 1464.7 / 1464.7 

Reduction rate (%) 4.49 3.94 0.09 0 

Total mileage (nm) 7524 / 7817.1 7532 / 7798.4 7560 / 7603.3 7566.3 / 7566.3 

Reduction rate (%) 3.75 3.42 0.57 0 

Total passage time (h) 339 / 351 339 / 351 351 / 351 351 / 351 

Reduction rate (%) 3.42 3.42 0 0 

Max. roll response ( ◦) 25.72 / 25.72 25.72 / 25.72 5.02 / 5.02 5.02 / 5.02 

Reduction rate (%) 0 0 0 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

motion responses, fuel consumption or speed loss. Thus, a series of

cases as shown in Table 3 were conducted by applying different types

of voyage modes on different navigable grids. Fig. 9 implies that the

routes #1 and #2 principally follow the initial great circle route except

for avoiding the Japan Islands, whereas the routes #3 and #4 using

safe control mode bias the routes and show the great adaptability to

the dynamic environments. Moreover, the ship position for case #2

depict that the following waves might speed up the ship by using

the constant engine revolution speed. On the other hand, the case #4

indicates that since the beam wave might have the great influence on

the roll motion, the ship course is altered by using the safe control

mode to reduce the potential roll response. 

Furthermore, the data for the voyage corresponding to the cases

shown in Fig. 9 are illustrated as a function of the ship positions in

Fig. 10 (a)–(f), respectively. These figures show the ship sailing speed,

power performance, significant roll response, added resistance, sig-

nificant wave height and the wave heading angle. In these figures, it

is noticed for the fixed engine revolution speed that the ship sailing

speeds in Fig. 10 (a) of case #4 reduce rapidly at the initial stage fol-

lowed by the smaller wave heading angles to decrease the significant

roll response. In contrast, the ship sailing speed of case #2 increases

slightly due to the benefits of following waves. However, the effective

power in Fig. 10 (b) presents that the required engine power of case

#4 decreases evidently according to the voluntary speed loss, in com-

parison with the case #2 of fixed engine revolution speed. Fig. 10 (c)

demonstrates that the safe control modes utilized in case #3 and #4

can definitely search for the routes below the safety constraints. It is

interesting to find that the variation of added resistance in case #4 as

shown in Fig. 10 (d) is briefly in phase with the power performance in

Fig. 10 (b) and wave heading angle in Fig. 10 (f). The larger significant

wave heights as shown in Fig. 10 (e) would cause the larger responses

of added resistance as shown in Fig. 10 (d), especially in the following

or head seas. For example, the maximum significant wave height of

case #1 appears at (142.531 ◦, 36.578 ◦) in accordance with the most

evident response of added resistance during the voyage. 

Table 4 summarizes the results of fuel consumption, voyage

mileage, total passage time and the maximum significant roll re-

sponse for comparing the optimization of voyage routes from case

#1 to #8. It is evident that the optimal routes calculated from case

#1 to #4 have the better performances than the original routes from

case #5 to #8 on saving fuel consumption, passage time and distance.

However, it appears no difference in reducing the maximum signifi-

cant roll response between the optimal routes and the original ones.

Furthermore, the results present the considerable reduction on fuel

consumption without applying the safe control mode, especially for

the case #1. In addition, the simulations in terms of reducing total

mileage and passage time show the similar results with the cases

of reducing fuel consumption. By means of 3DMI method, it can be

realized that the simulation with flexible engine revolution speed ad-

justs to the dynamic environments quite well, regardless of safety in

navigation. 

 

 

6. Summary and conclusions 

In this paper, a proposed algorithm for ship routing optimization,

3DMI method, has been formulated as a multi-stage discrete pro-

cess subjected to stochastic and dynamic condition. The seakeeping

characteristics and the added resistance for evaluating the ship rout-

ing were calculated based on the 6 DOF mathematical model of ship

hydrodynamics. Since the dynamic environments change with time,

which would modify the planned routes in the voyage correspond-

ingly, the proposed 3DMI method employs the floating grid system

to define the spatiotemporal layouts for ship routing optimization. In

addition, the recursive forward algorithm is applied by considering

the weight as the stage variable as well as the constraints of ship per-

formance. Eventually, some of the results can be concluded and listed

as follows: 

1. The involuntary speed loss calculated by our mathematical model

has great dependence on the significant wave heights and wave

heading angles. 

2. The passage tracks through calm-water show a flexible naviga-

bility according to the requirement of limited water depth with

regard to safety. 

3. The passage tracks by comparing different combinations of voyage

modes present an appreciable adaptability in dynamic environ-

ments, with regard to the speed performance and safety concern. 

4. The voyage results indicate that the optimal routes by means of

3DMI method have better performances than the original ones for

saving fuel consumption, voyage distances and passage time. 

5. Regardless of safe control modes in ship routing optimization, the

3DMI method shows considerable reduction in fuel consumption,

total mileage and passage time. 

6. In addition, the safe control modes in the 3DMI method present a

better performance on reducing the potential roll responses during

the voyage than the other cases. 

The purpose of this paper is to mainly focus on the capability

and validity of the present 3DMI method, however it only considers

one voyage simulation data. In order to make the present method

more realistic, more voyage simulation data might be required and

suggested to be done in the future work. Besides, the work would be

more rigorous if the cost functions can be added to optimize the ship

routing by adjusting different weights of control modes. 
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